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PROJECTIVELY GENERATED TOPOLOGIES ON TENSOR PRODUCTS 
Stanislav T0MA3EK, Liberec 
The purpose of this article is to introduce the induc-
tive tensor topology in the class of all topological Vector 
spaces (abbreviated TVS's) and to investigate its properties, 
especially, in connection with the projective tensor topolo-
gy (cf.j,llj). As to the methodology of this research, the 
present paper is a continuation of 110] and [11]. 
Let us note in advance and quite shortly, some general 
remarks concerning the subject of the following treatise. The 
taking of the tensor product under the inductive topology re-
presents a bifunctor in the category % of all TVS's (or 
in the category of all topological abeliah groups). Further, 
if E and F are, e.g., in % , then E # F topologized 
in such a manner is an object in % - which, together with 
the Dimorphism (x f y,) — • « <$ *&> , realizes the tensor pro-
duct defined axiomatically in [63,p.134,in the category *€ • 
The theory of the usual projective tensor topology pos-
sesses, in the class of all locally convex spaces, two diffe-
rent aspects - namely the metric and the projective ones. In 
what follows, we shall extend, as it was partially done also 
in til], to the class of all TVS's, a part of the theory of 
topological tensor products which is based on the projective 
properties of the toDolonr in question. 
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The metric properties of topological tensor products will 
be explored later in a separate paper. 
1. Tensor products of abelian groups 
In this section, we shall topologize the tensor product 
E ® F of two abelian groups in a prescribed way as to ma-
ke continuous certain families of Z -linear mappings (with 
respect to the module Z of all integers) on £ ® F . 
Suppose that E and F. are two fixed topological abeli-
an groups. Denote by (J, the category of all topological abe-
lian groups and by %(G ) y G e (L the collection of all 
% -bilinear separately continuous mappings from £ * F in-
to <a . Let ^ be the union of all systems ^ C<S ) , G e §-. 
If AC is a E -bilinear mapping of £ K F , then we often 
write 44/ for its associated Z -linear extension to E ® F • 
Any such transformation 2L , 44* m %> (& ) determines a 
topology on £ 0 F , the so-called inverse image with respect 
to xL of the topology on <2r f compatible with its group 
structure. The least upper bound TCJJ.) of all group topolo-
gies determined by the family (Zi 9 AJL m ̂ .) ia the protecti-
vely generated topology by the family ^ a n& *t will be 
termed the inductive tensor group topology on £ 4D F * 
Theorem 1* If E and F are two abelian topological 
groups, then T C^-) is the unique group topology on £ ® F 
with the following properties: 
1° The mapping <p i f*,^) ——> x 40 n^ from E x P 
into C £ o>F, TC%*) is separately continuous. 
2° For any G « Q-. and for each MJ- m % (G) the Z -
linear extension A% i ontinuous on E & F under the 
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topology TC£.) . 
Proof. First, we prove the separate continuity of gp . 
Let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of the zero element 
in .E # F under the topology T(ty) . There are some 
Gmt c Qy , -u^. c IfrCGacjt > > 4 »-• i --» /» , such that for 
suitable neighborhoods "V̂ . in fl^, ( 4 •£ i «£ /tv ) 
it holds 
For a fixed ^ in F we take the neighborhoods Y~ in E 
so that x^ (V^. - ^ S W ^ ( U i - l / » ) , Hence, for 
TV 
any x in V « ,H V-, we obtain x ® /u. c W . This 
«t» ar i **v<v *̂  
proves the continuity of x — • x ® -^ . Similarly, one 
proves the continuity of n^. — > x # n&> . The property 2 
follows immediately from the definition of T C*f) . The u-
niqueness of such a topology is clear. 
Remark 1. (a) Let £• , F^ Ci m 4, 1 ) be topolo-
gical groups, M,± C-1 m 4, 1 ) Z -linear continuous 
mappings from £. into F^ (*h » A7 1) . Then the ten-
sor mapping u,^ ® u^ from Ei ® F1 into E^ £> F2 
is continuous under the inductive tensor topologies. 
(b) If E^ (A & %, -* m O and F are topological 
groups, then the spaces (.TV £» ) ̂  F and-TT (£. &F) 
are topologically isomorphic unde* the inductive tensor topo-
logies, 
The next task is to describe the structure of neighbor-
hoods of the inductive tensor topology. First, let us consi-
der a somewhat modificated situation of Theorem 1. 
Let i> m Cx^ % **> m Jf ) and (JL> m (nfa ^ m, m 8 ) be 
two, otherwise arbitrary, sequences of elements of £ and 
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F ( X is the set of ail positive integers;, ror any TWO 
sequences (U.^% «t ejf) and C V^ *, /n eN ) of neighborhoods 
in £ and F , respectively, we set 
(1) AUU^^Y^m^C^^^^^Y^... 
...+ U ^ f + x^<S>^) . 
If U^ and \^ are variables, then the family of all such 
subsets determines a base of a filter in £ ® F . If UL 
and XL, <n, € H are neighborhoods in E and F , respec-
tively, with U^+UlS U*, , VI + XI £ V„ , then 
^^^>,^))4.ilCCU^),CV^))£il(CU^),CV^)) , 
Hence, the family of all XlCCU^) , (V )) . defines on 
£ ® F a group topology (depending on v and ft ); it 
will be denoted by T(i>, pc ) . 
Theorem 2.The topology T (i>9 <a,) is the unique group 
topology on £ 0 F with the properties: 
1° The mappings x — > x <t$ ̂  , ̂  — > x ^ © ^ are 
continuous for each m> e N # 
2° If 4t is a Z -bilinear separately continuous mapping 
with respect to ny m nfa and x a x^, m. e.N ? of .£ x F in-
to a topological group 0 9 then u, is continuous on £ ® F 
under T C V , ^ ) 
Proof. The property 1° and the uniqueness is clear. We 
prove the property 2°. Let AA, be a E -bilinear separately 
continuous mapping with respect to x * X^, <$> *r <ty^9 m- m N 9 
of E x F into S # If W is a neighborhood in (3 } then 
we take a sequence CW, 9 i e. «N ) of neighborhoods in <* with 
W1+V5 £ W, ..., W ^ + V ^ C W„. , ... . If 
-* (lt*» *i > 5 M I M » -*f*..' V4 ' S ^ + t > then evidently 
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. S C A C C L L ) , cy: ))3 s w , 
hence xL is continuous on E ® F under the topology 
T CD, <a) . 
The topology T ^ - i a ) is protectively generated, ac-
cording to Theorem 2, by a more extensive family of Z -bi-
linear mappings than Q , whence T(V,<tc) -£ T C%~) . One 
might, therefore, expect that it will yield a certain approxi-
mation for the inductive topology. Indeed, it holds: 
Theorem 3. The inductive tensor topology T(y*) is the 
greatest lower bound of all group topologies T ^ , ^ ) , whe-
re i> and ft run over the collection of all sequences in E 
and F . 
Proof. Denote by T* the greatest lower bound of the 
system LT (i>,, #L) ; i> f (U. ) . It suffices to prove that 
T* £ T C y-) , Let .x0 and ^ be arbitrary points of £ 
and F . Taking i>0 and (ti0 such that x0 e i>0 , ty0 € (Ua , 
we see that the canonical mappings X —• x®/^, ^ —̂ «xtffi> ^ 
are continuous if we consider .£ & F under the topology 
T(D07 (tt-tf) , hence the stated mappings are continuous also 
from £ and F , respectively, into C£ ® F, T') , From 
Theorem 1 we may now derive that TC$-) -2r T* • 
Thus, the topology T C$~) is the least upper bound 
of the topologies generated by single mappings u> e Jr- and, 
at the same time, the greatest lower bound of the topologies 
T C i> 7 cuu ) , T> and (A, variables. If we intend now to 
describe the structure of neighborhoods of the inductive ten-
sor topology, then the first stated property may afford scar-
cely a convenient approach for principal reasons to the imme-
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diate solution of the presented problem. This is why we ha-
ve introduced the topologies T(*>, (u,) by means of which 
we shall now construct the base of neighborhoods of T(%-) . 
For any sequenc e ft, m C^; fry m N) in F and for 
any sequence V m C ^ ; m, m N) in E we take neighborhoods 
11, and V.Q 9 <L m W , the choice is otherwise arbitrary, 
of the zero element in £ and F . Denote 
(2) fc-.^5,(1C«iC+<*v* + --
- + « & » 1 & + -&«V«o > , 
where i> and {tt- run over the collection of all sequences 
in £ and F . What we are going to do is, roughly speak-
ing, to enlarge the subsets of the form (2) in such a way 
in order to obtain subsets in £ 9 F satisfying the addi-
tive axiom of some group topology. 
First, take neighborhoods lift * V?* in t n e spaces 
£ F for any £ m 4,2, #«• and for each f*.7 •)> and such 
that 
We now form the subsets (m, m 4, £, ... ) 
(3) 
iK **? + < •<£'• «£ • -£ + < ; • *£'+ -
•••+<,•-£•<; •*£+< ® tf+ <• C+ -
—+<«C + <*0 
for any two sequences <u, «r ty**| * « Jf) , (U-' « 6̂ f£ j * * Jf ) 
in F and ?*<<** j 4 • If ) , *>* * (*?' ̂  4/ c J*) in E.. 
!Ihe union of all subsets given by formula (3) which are con-
structed to all couples of sequences C ^> £**) and (*>9 ?>*), 
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will be denoted by $* . Define $n » $ 0 u $! . Rearranging 
the systems of sequences If*?,** I, it^f #L
9)% and lev, *»'>!, 
we repeat the same procedure with $ (with respect to the 
new indices) and we obtain the subset §z . 
Suppose that $ 0 S $ £ ... S ^^ have been determi-
ned; let the defining subsets for j ^ be of the form 
UT* & n£ x? «> V.5! , where <a and P stand for indices 
corresponding to the family Q^ , We now select neighborhoods 
VF ** , Vf - _ with 
Uf. + tt*. 5 U* , Yl* 4 + V/^.< S V * . 
Define, for any couple ( <t*t (U,*), C>>, *>') of indices, the sub-
sets of the form (3), where U ^ , V ^ and U * , v£|' are re-
placed by U ^ , v £ % ^ and by u £ ^ , V ^ < . The uni-
on of all such subsets with respect to the couples C<a, &*) , 
()> >)') determines now ^'^^^ 
Putting ^f^A » $*, u $*,+,{ » we obtain an increasing sequen-
ce C^*, m. « N ) and, finally, we define 
Hence, we construct to any subset $ 0 of the form (2) the set 
ftur ^ h e last one may be called the additive envelope of $ 0 
in spite of a certain indeterminity consisting in the liberty 
of choices of U.*^ and V-ju )• The system of all such $ 
forms a base of neighborhoods of a group topology in E Q F » 
To prove this statement, it suffices to determine a subset Ww 
of the form (4) satisfying, moreover, the inclusion U ^ + 
• Uf^S f^ for any ^ ^ , Namely, we may define the subset % 
by 
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ana proceed in the same way as before (i.e., Hf^ depends 
on the neighborhoods Vlf?. V. - A ). Evidently, 
V[ m U "Wj^ satisfies the requested relation. 
Theorem 4. The inductive tensor topology TC#-> on 
£ & T coincides with the group topology which has the 
subsets of the form (4) as a base of neighborhoods. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the group topology J 
defined above satisfies the properties 1° and 2° of Theorem 
1. But 1° is clear and the proof of 2° may be carried out 
as in Theorem 2. 
Remark 2. (a) Suppose that >u>. (i, m 4, 1 ) in Remark 
1 (a), are both open. Then AJL> €> AJL* is an open mapping 
from £, <® F, onto £^ ® F- under the inductive tensor 
•7 1 2 2 
topologies. The proof follows from the construction of the 
neighborhoods $w . 
(b) Let £ and F be two topological groups, M a 
subgroup in £ , K a subgroup in F . Then the quotient 
group £ & F/rCMj-N) is topologically isomorphic with 
C£/M)# CF/.N ) , where FCM, N ) stands for the subgroup 
in £ $ F generated by all x & /y,, * e M or ^ e M • 
Remark 3. Suppose that iC^CK), 8^ J is a chain com-
plex, C^ CK ) a topological abelian group, «L : C+CK) —• 
—-* £L A CK ) a continuous boundary homomorphism. The ca-
tegory of all such chains complexes K will be denoted by 
^ Q, . A pair of mappings (<p7 if ) is termed to form a di-
rect couple if the sequence 
0 —> X-£•* K'-2L-» K1'—• 0 
is exact, 99 and if are open homomorphisms and g^CC^CK)) 
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possess topological complements in C^CX*), m, m H f where 
X ? K' and K " are chain complexes. 
Any such couple defines,in the same way as in 122 (see 
pp.126-127), a continuous boundary homomorphism B^ ' 
1 -H^CX") * Hm.-,,^) . Similarly as in Theorem 4.9 of 
[23 (cf.p.130), we obtain that the system CfcLCK) , fM , &m) 
is a homology theory on the Jh. -category BCL. of chain com-
plexes with couples (with direct couples) into the category 
Q. . Let & <3 be the functor on & fy* with direct coup-
les defined by 
® S J K - » K ® (3 (with W or with TC%) -topology; cf. 
till), 
® G ; $—--• 4 0 4* , where 4~ is the identical mapping of 
(J . Then & <3? is (compare with Theorem 11.2 of 123,p. 
15C) a covariant Jit-functor on £9**Hence> ®@ defines a 
homology theory with the coefficient group G on &Q, (with 
the homology theory on d Cy ). 
2. Inductive tensor topologies and vector spaces 
In further discussion, we consider vector spaces over 
the same and usual field of scalars. 
Let E and P be two fixed TVS's. The class of all 
TVS's will be denoted by % # For any G* C *i we mean by 
\f CGr) the family of all separately continuous bilinear map-
pings of I x P into d $ tf stands for the union of all 
systems *? C <5 ) , <5 m *£ # The vector topology T C Sf) on 
£ # F generated by the family Jf will be termed the 
inductive tensor topology on £ 9 F 
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Theorem 3. The topology T C tf) is the unique vector 
topology on £ • F with the properties: 
1° The canonical bilinear mapping & : E x F ~-* £ B F 
is separately continuous. 
2° For any separately continuous bilinear mapping AJL of 
£ M F into a TVS <3f , its linear extension Z is con-
tinuous on C £ * F , TC*f)) . 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1. 
If %* is the class of all locally convex spaces, then 
if* means the union of all systems if CG) } G m %
9 . It is 
immediate that the protectively generated topology T Of9) 
by the system if1 is locally convex and thatTCtf') 6 TCtf) 
on £ €> F . 
The topology TC if9) will be called the inductive tensor 
t -topology on E €> F . 
Theorem 6. (a) The inductive tensor Z -topology TCif9) 
is the uniquely determined locally convex topology on £ <3 F 
satisfying the property 1° of Theorem 5 and: 
2°' For any G • <£' and for each .a, m if'Ctf) the 
linear extension AL is continuous on (£ ® F , TCif9)) . 
(b) TJhe topology TCif*) is the finest locally con-
vex topology t on £ 6 F with t -6 TCif) . 
(c) If £ and F are locally convex, then T C if9) 
coincides with the usual inductive tensor topology (in the 
sense of A. Grothendieck; cf-C33) on £ # F . 
(d) Let C I , t,,) and CF, f x ) be two TVS's . Denote 
by t' and t' the finest locally convex topologies on £ 
and F , respectively, satisfying t* -fr f and ±* -6 t # 
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If E* -.CE,*^), F ' e C F , ^ ) , then the spaces £'• F' 
and E Ob F are topologically isomorphic under the induc-
tive Z -topologies. 
The proof is clear. 
Remark 4. The tensor products C E # F , TCSf)) and 
C E ^ F . j T C i f *)) have the same topological dual, but, in 
general, they need not be topologically isomorphic. It is ea--
sy to verify that, e.g., on the metrizable space of all mea-
surable functions on a measure space CX f 5, (Ĉ ) (cf.£5Ji § 
42), the topology TCifM is actually strictly coarser 
than TOf) . 
Theorem 7. (a) For any TVS's 1, and F the topology 
T C tf) is the greatest lower bound of the group topologies 
TCi>, <«-) determined by the neighborhoods of the form (1). 
(b) The topology TCS?) is defined as the vector topo-
logy on £ 9 F . E and F TVS's, having the subsets of 
the form (4) as a base of neighborhoods, 
(c) The convex envelopes of all $0 (see formula (2)) 
form the base of neighborhoods of the inductive tensor £ -
topology TC3") . 
Proof. The subset $ 0 (see formula (2)) is evidently 
absorbent and balanced whenever all 14, , V.Q are balan-
ced neighborhoods. The additive axiom is clear. This implies 
(c). The statement (b) follows from Theorem 4, because $W-
is absorbent and balanced whenever all U^- , K ^ are of 
this kind. The statement (a) is clear. 
Remark 5. If E and F are two TVS'a , then the sequtn 
ces QJL, and ^ in (2),Section 1, may be selected from algeb-
raic bases of the vector spaces E and F . In fact, any 
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subset of the form (4) is absorbent in B • F in this case. 
Theorem 8. If E and F have countable algebraic bases 
(*m, i *** m **) an<* tifa \ / I I I K ) , then the subsets 
(5) -accu.irv),cv^))-(Bu1cu.i«1K,*^»v;+ ... 
U, neighborhoods in £ and VL neighborhoods in P , 
determine the inductive tensor topology TCSf) • 
The proof is elementary. 
Corollary. Suppose that E and F are two locally con-
vex spaces with countable algebraic bases. Then the inducti-
ve topology TC&) coincides with the inductive JL -topolo-
gy TCtf') . 
Remark 6. We could also consider the tensor product 
E ® F under one-sided topologies for any pair of TVS's. 
For symmetrical reasons we shall illustrate this idea only 
for the one-sided topology generated by the space E . Suppo-
se further, without loss of generality and for simplifica-
tion, that C'tyfr,,*, ttu € H > is a countable algebraic basis of 
F . Define a topology T C E ) by a base of neighborhoods 
The following properties are now immediate: 
(a) T C E ) is a vector topology on E «$ F . 
(b) T C E ) is separated whenever E is separated. 
(c) If Z* is a subspace of E , then Ef ® F is a to-
pological vector subspace of E <B F . 
(d) The topology T C E ) may be characterized by ana-
logous properties as in Theorem 5. 
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3« Further properties of tensor topologies 
The W -topology T C 3 ) (cf.CllJ) on E * F (deno-
ted also by 1<QW¥ ), protectively generated by the system 
53 of all continuous bilinear mappings from £ x F into 
G > d m *£ , is, in general, coarser than T ( y ) (deno-
ted also by £ ® s F ). It is not hard to show examples 
when TCif) is strictly finer than T C 3 ) . Take, e.g., 
a locally convex non-normable space £ ., F means the to-
pological dual of £ . Since the separately continuous bili-
near function Cu-,*) — • <4t,«x > is not continuous on 
E x F , we m ay conclude (similarly as in C3J) that the 
tensor topologies in question are different on E ® F # On 
the other hand, if E and F are both metrizable, £ M -
barrelled, then any separately continuous bilinear mapping 
into an arbitrary TVS is continuous on £ x F (cf.L12J). 
This implies: 
Theorem 9. Let E and F be two metrizable TVS's, E 
JV1 -barrelled. Then T C B ) and TC2f) coincide on 
E <8> F . 
Consider now two spectra C E ^ * m, mN) and (f^-, m. * H) 
of TVS's with continuous injections -t^ and ^ , respective-
ly. Denote £ m JLum, <#ul E ^ and F m ti#n> "nd* F^ . Then 
it holds: 
Theorem 10. Under the stated oonditions the inductive 
limit Mm, <u*ul <-^^% f^, ) is topologically isomorph-
ic with £ fcs F . If, in addition, all L ^ , and 3^ are 
F -spaces, then i m JLndCS*^ ® w F ^ ) i» topologi-
cally isomorphic with £ $>s F . 
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Proof. Denote by 1 the identical mapping from 
JUmy A/nd CE,^ ® s F^ ) onto Z^ $ s F . Since the restric-r 
ction of I to each £^ S>s F^ (equal to *>n, • a*, )
 is 
continuous, we derive from the definition of the inductive 
limit topology the continuity of I • 
Cn the other hand, it suffices to prove the separate 
continuity of the bilinear mapping (M, /y,) — • «x *D n^ 
from £ x F into 8m, intcL C£^ ® 5 F^ 1 . Take therefore 
some *£. € F , for a certain mv we obtain t^ m fj^ . The 
restriction AJL^ of the linear mapping JU, : # — • * 9 /£, 
to each £j^ Ms 2?mt,is evidently continuous. But the sa-
me statement is true for the restriction of AJU to £^ , 
A & fu < *m . This implies the continuity of JUL on £ . 
Similarly, one proves the continuity of nr s n&, —+ M • n^ * 
Remark 7. From the precedent theorem we can derive an 
example when the statement of Remark 1 (b) (for TVS's) need 
not be true for infinite topological products. Consider now 
the spaces over the field of real numbers and take for any 
tell the real line R. m R. . Denoting by £ the topo-
logical product . TF K^ and by F the topological direct 
sum 2. KJI y we obtain, as in £33, from Theorem 10, since 
4ZM*. - »mjm<l i£ K± ) that 
where £^ is topologically isomorphic with £ for each 
m 
<, mJi . Cn the other hand, it holds ,TT (X. # F ) -» 
* mi * 
m 
*JT F# . where F» is topologically isomorphic with F for 
Iwi ' < * ** 
any «& « N < 
One observes that T (2f) is the finest vector topo-
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logy on E 0 F for which C#, <*-) — * x 0 ty, ia se-
parately continuous. Similarly, T (ft) is the maximal 
vector topology on E • F under which the canonical bi-
linear mapping Cx,/t̂ ) — * X • *+* is continous. These 
properties suggest also the possibility of extending the 
theory *>f completions of tensor products to a particular 
case when the spaces in question are non-metrizable. Deno-
te, therefore, by ^ C£) (by fJ^CE) ) the fineat 
vector (the fineat locally convex) topology on a vector 
apace £ . Putting E ^ . CB^CS)) , .E^-»C£,^CE)) , 
we may now formulate in these terms: 
Theorem 11. Let £ and F be two vector spaces. 
(a) For the topology T C if) of E v # F ^ it holds 
TCtf) m <t>^ C£ * F ) . 
(b) The space E ^ • F ^ under the topology T C ^ f ) 
is topologically isomorphic with E • F under 
*£, C£ • F) . 
(c) If, in particular, E and F posseaa countable 
algebraic bases, then the apace E ^ • F^. under TCtf) 
ia topologically iaomorphic with E ^ m F ^ under TC*f*>. 
(d) The apace £,„,. #> IĴ  under TC*f) ia comple-
te. Similarly, E^. 0 F ^ under TCtf9) ia complete. 
Proof. For any / ^ i f the inverse image of the to-
pology r^, CE # F ) defined by -a. * * — • x • <y> is 
a vector topology on E coaraer than t ^ C E ) for 
which .44 ia continuous. Hence AA. ia continuoua on E ^ . 
For symmetrical reasons ^ — ¥ x G n+- ia continuoua 
on F ^ for any x c E - Thua TCtf) » tg. CB « F ) . 
Similarly, one proves (b)-
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If £ and F are, moreover, with countable algeb-
raic bases, then £ m T possess also a countable algeb-
raic basis, hence v' C£ • F) « t ^ C£ * F ) . From 
(a) and (b) we may now derive (c). 
The finest vector topology of a vector space 0 coin-
cides with the direct sum topology of a system of finite-
dimensional F -spaces, hence G^ is complete (cf.tl43). 
This implies (a) by taking G m £ tt F . The same argu-
ments may be used in proving the second statement of (d). 
Since the topology TCtf) (and consequently, TCif9) ) 
is identical under the conditions of Theorem 11 (c) with 
the finest vector topology t C £ ® F > , one is tempted 
to ask whether in this case also the locally convex projec-
tive topology TC3') (in the sense of A. Grothendieck) 
does not coincide with t?^ C£ $ F ) . If it were so, 
then we could obtain, in view of the above stated equality, 
that 1,^ <& T^ is complete under T C 3 ) = %#><% & F* 
(hence under TC3')» v^CB # F) ). To prove our con-
jecture, it suffices to establish that, under the condi-
tions of Theorem 11 (c), any separately continuous biline-
ar mapping of £* x F^ into a locally convex space G 
is continuous. 
Suppose therefore that At is a separately continuous 
mapping from £J^ x T ^ into a locally convex space G . 
If ^ a F , 4 .6- i .6/rt t then for any neighborhood It in 
<& there is a neighborhood V in E such that 
AtC*,^4* c VL for all * c V , 4 4: I £ m, . This 
implies for a finite convex combination .2 A* » 4, A^ -te 0 , 
the inclusion M*(X7 2E»\^^ \ » XA,^ «4t far, n^) c It 
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for all x m Y . But, taking for -^ linearly independent 
points of E^-^21^ R± (the notation is the same as in 
Remark 7) we may observe that AJU is hypoequicontinuous in 
the sense of A. Grothendieck, i.e., with respect to the fa-
mily of all bounded subsets in £ and F . But E ^ and 
F ^ are DF-spaces. From the well-known theorem of A. 
Grothendieck (cf.t4-l) we conclude that vu is continuous on 
£ x F . Thus we proved: 
Theorem 12. Let £ and F be two vector spaces with 
countable algebraic bases. Then on E ^ ® F ^ it holds 
TC3) « TCfc>) m « ^ C £ ® F) m v^r C£ ® F > . 
Especially, the space E ^ ® E^- under TC3) (under 
TCJV) , respectively) is complete. 
An open question concerning the topologies TCsf) 
and TCft) is the separatedness of £ ® F 0 Our hypothe-
sis is that £ ® F under T C 3 ) (hence under TC2?) ) 
is separated whenever £ and F are* separated. In any 
case, if there are separated locally convex topologies co-
arser thsn the original on E and F , then T C&) is 
separated on £ Q F # Such situation occurs, e.g., for 
the spaces t^ , 0 < *fv -ft 4 * 
We shall now note an example which may serve as a pro-
totype for the decision of the separatedness of £ % T 
in certain cases* 
Example. Suppose that £ is separated and that W m 
xs TCX) is a space of bounded scalar-valued functions on 
X with the topology of uniform convergence on a system 
T •* <31 of subsets in X , U 3 m X . Denote furt-
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her, by &L CX) , a vector space of vector-valued func-
tions on X with values in £ f bounded on each 3 c T 
and such that a, • 4 c ^ CX ) for all ^ c ? ( X ) , 
a, m £ # The topology of f CX ) is that of uniform 
convergence on T . The bilinear mapping AJL : Ca,J4) —y 
—¥ CL * 4 of E x ? into ^ CX) is evidently continu-
ous, hence it defines a linear continuous mapping xt of 
E $ ^ under TC3) into 3jL C X) . Further, one may 
verify that X% is one-to-one (by Lemma 1.1 of £9J). Sin-
ce $L CX) is separated, the space £ & F under TC33) 
is also separated. 
4. The problem of topologies 
As it was established in til], the space ShCE, F •, <3 ) 
of all continuous bilinear mappings from £ * F into & 
is algebraically isomorphic with the space mtCE & F ; <3> ) 
of all continuous linear mappings from £ ® F into Q * 
It is natural to ask under what conditions this algebraic 
isomorphism is a topological one C & C£ t F', 6 ) is ta-
ken with the topology of bi-bounded convergence; 
-3&CE&F} <J) is under the strong topology). 
If £ and F art locally convex, then any bounded 
set in £ <DW F is also bounded under the projective lo-
cally convex topology. Consequently, the stated correspon-
dence will be a topological isomorphism ( B locally con-
vex) whenever it is a topological isomorphism for the lo-
cally convex projective topology. Such situation occurs, 
e.g., if 2 And F are DF-spaces. 
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Recall that a TVS is said to be locally bounded if it 
contains a bounded neighborhood of the origin (cf.t?^). In 
H i it was established that the topology of &uch a space 
is generated by a quasi-norm x — • ft * K satisfying, es-
pecially, the Bourgin's multiplier property fix -c-^H «fe 
£ fiClxl + lsy-.IV) , for a certain multiplier & -& 4 . 
Theorem 13. Let £ , F and Gf be locally bounded 
spaces. Then 3^(£, Fj G) is topologically isomorphic 
with i ( £ « P ^ ) , 
Proof. If A and 3 are bounded in £ and F , then 
also A ^ B is bounded in £ & F , hence the canonical 
isomorphism of it C£ & F% Gf ) onto 3 ( E , F j ff ) is 
continuous. 
Conversely, let C be a bounded subset in E ® T and 
let W be a bounded neighborhood of the origin in <S . It 
will be supposed that W is defined by means of a quasi-
norm as the subset of all x in Gf with ft x I -fc- 4 • 
The bounded neighborhoods in £ and F are denoted 
by U 0 and Y0 , respectively. Since C is bounded in 
E ® F , there is X > 0 such that 
where U „ - -£- . U e , 1 ^ . J-.. V. , «. « J« (cf.tlll). 
Further, we take a number rov such that for the multiplier 
(h of the quasi-norm * — • It x, H it holds (I 4* l"*. 
Put now 
w*. w+-^.w+ | - .v+. . . + --^-r-r.w . 
Since W* is bounded in C* , we obtain W* £<x*W for 
a fixed oc fe 4 . Consider now the set 
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w** - u 
H.ШĄ 
£o %**.«» ' W 
Evidently, AJU (SL) S w * * whenever the bi l inear map­
ping AM sa t i s f ies JUL CU-0, V̂  ) S W . By an elemen­
tary and immediate calculation one verif ies that if 
z± e W*^ 4 6 <L 6Jk,f H arbi trary, then 
4 4 , 4 4 4 
hj^'^ + '-'+jm*****1 * «*ps: + jpz +..*+ Jillk-rtmi ) -
Hence, i f z • W*** , then x m «x + ^ , x m W* , 
2* 4 
rtj- € . 2 - "•y'a "̂1^ * ^ for some At e -W , consequently 
l * l £ / U I * l + i l^ l l ) * 2 * / 3 , i . e . , W** £ a<*/.i-W . 
Thus we have proved: To any IU e 3 (J , P > <* ) 
with ^CUfc, V^ ) S >• :» W the corresponding li-
near extension XL satisfies JuuCC) S W . This proper-
ty ensures the continuity of the canonical mapping from 
ftC£,F*6) into £ ( £ « > ? • , 0 ) . 
By carrying through the same type of arguments used 
in proving Theorem 13 and taking into account, for essen-
tial simplification of the procedure, that W*'* S. J2*W 
whenever V is locally convex, one may prove the follo-
wing statement: 
Theorem 14. Let X and F be two locally bounded 
spaces, G locally convex. Then <33CE,F}<3) is topolo-
gically isomorphic with 4t C£ • T% & ) • 
Remark 8. Consider now locally convex spaces and 
denote by % & T the tensor product -B # F under 
the projective tensor topology in the sense of A. Grothen-
lieck. The identical mapping of it CB fc~ T •, C ) onto 
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«C C E ® w F ^ <3? ) is evidently continuous. The space 
it CE ® a F •, d ) being isomorphic with 3 C S -, Fj <3 ) f 
is also topologically isomorphic with «C C X fc^ F •, £ ) 
in the class of DF-spaces and in other special cases (e.g., 
it holds for l?(u>) # E , E an F -space; cf.£3J« 
Hence, the following question is of some interest: Un-
der what conditions & CE * w F •, 0 ) and tf CE » &P', <* ) 
are topologically isomorphic? 
5. Embedding theorems and concluding remarks 
In conclusion, we note certain embedding theorems of 
tensor products into spaces of linear mappings and bilinear 
functions. 
First, consider two TVS's £ and F . Under E * and 
F* we shall understand the strong topological duals of E 
and F . If «x is fixed in £ , <y. in T , then 
" * , * ! C*> *> ~* <*, * > •• < *t » > 
is a continuous bilinear function on E * x F* , hence 
an element of 35 C £ * , F* ) •, it will be assumed 
J 3 C E * , F * ) to be under the bi-bounded topology. One 
verifies immediately 
Theorem 15* Suppose E and F to be locally bounded 
TVS's. 
(a) The bilinear mapping C x f /^ ) — v ^ induces 
a continuous linear mapping AA* of (E • F, TC&)) into 
3CB*,F*) . 
In particular, if CE, E*) and (P, T* ) are dual 
pairs, then u* is, moreover, an algebraic isomorphism. 
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(b) The spaces E * , F* are locally bounded and 
J3 < E * , F * ) is topologically isomorphic with 
< E * <8Vy F * ) * . 
Remark 9. If we eliminate the hypothesis that E and 
F are locally bounded, then, similarly as in Theorem 15, 
we could embed E <• F into the space ifCE*, F * ) 
of all separately continuous bilinear forms on Z* K T* * 
If ^ f C E * , F * > is under the bi-equicontinuous topo-
logy (cf.C33), then it is not hard to observe that the map-
ping (x /u-) ¥ M* is separately continuous, hen-
ce that its linear extension is also continuous on £ ® P 
under the topology T Ct^> -
Each x ® *A. e E & F induces also a continuous 
linear mapping from E * into F by formula 
Similarly, to any f <8> ^ m Z* <» F there corresponds 
a continuous linear mapping itJ£ .' * — • < * , -f > • ^ 
from E into F . 
In these terms it is easy to establish: 
Theorem 16. If E and F are locally bounded, then: 
(a) the mapping C<x,^> — • ^ac,*. induces a linear 
continuous mapping ir from £ <-&w F into $C C E * , F ) $ 
(b) the mapping C f , ^ > — • ^ , ^ induces a linear 
continuous mapping <*r from E * ̂  F into & C E *, F ) $ 
(c) if CE, E*> is, moreover, a dual pair, then -ir 
and i*r are one-to-one. 
Remark 10. Assuming E * ^ F to be separated, we 
may form the completion E * &w F - If *£ CE •> F ) is now 
complete ( E and F being locally bounded and separated), 
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then there exists a continuous linear transformation of the 
nuclear type w from £ * & F into ££ CE •, F ) . Note 
that & (£ ; F ) is complete in this discussed case when-
ever F is complete (cf.tl31). 
Remark 11. There are still other possibilities to to-
pologize the tensor product £ <$ F -7 we could determine 
(as in locally convex spaces) topologies on E 3t» F lying 
between T C 3 ) and T(tf) . Such a topology may be de-
fined, e.g., as that protectively generated by the system 
of all hypo-equicontinuous bilinear mappings on E * F . 
Remark 12. If E and F are both locally bounded, 
then it is easy to prove that £ ® F under T C B ) , or 
under TCtf) > is M -bornological. The author does not 
know whether or not the taking of such tensor products pre-
serves the class of M -barrelled, or of M -bornological 
spaces. 
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